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Abstract
Both the experimental and theoretical band structure of the W(112) surface are presented, with the theoretical band
structure calculated by the film–LAPW (linearized augmented plane waves) method. The results permit one to compare the W(112) and Mo(112) band structures and illuminate the similarities. It is found that for the W(112) surface the
main photoemission features combine contributions from both the surface and bulk, as has been previously noted for
Mo(112). The main differences between the electronic structures of the furrowed W(112) and Mo(112) surfaces are seen
in the width of occupied bands. The differences are attributed to the extent of localization of valence 4d and 5s electrons
in Mo and 5d and 6s electrons in W.
PACS 71.20.Be, 73.20.At, 79.60.Bm

1 Introduction
Furrowed transition metal surfaces such as W(112) and Mo(112), schematically shown in Figure 1, are remarkable for the profound anisotropy in both physical and electronic structures [1–7]. Despite a large surface
corrugation, the Mo(112) and W(112) surfaces exhibit surprising stability [7–9], making these surfaces suitable as ‘templates’ for growing unusual “one-dimensional” surface structures. For example, as noted in recent
reviews [1, 2], alkali, alkaline earth, and rare earth films will form linear structures on these surfaces. These
quasi-one-dimensional structures resemble chains of atoms much like a strand of pearls.
There are dramatic changes in electronic structure with changes in adlayer structure on these surfaces, generally associated with a change in coverage [1, 2, 10–14]. These changes in electronic structure are mediated,
to some extent, by the substrate Mo(112) [1, 2, 10, 13] and W(112) [1, 14–16] band structures. Surface reconstructions with superlattice periods of 3 × n [7, 8], with 3 × 2 reconstructions among the most stable [8], appear
to be the most energetically favorable in the context of the band structure of the Mo(112) surface, because there
is a high density of surface resonance states at the Fermi level of Mo(112). In spite of all this interest, electronic
[1, 2, 4–7, 13] and structural studies of the corrugated Mo(112) surface have only recently been undertaken [7–
9]. In general, although there have been a large number of such studies performed for the low-index surfaces of
Mo and W [17–32], few such studies exist of the high-index faces.
829
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Whereas W(112) and Mo(112) surfaces have quite similar lattice periods of the substrates (3.16 Å for W and
3.15 Å for Mo), and while the surface chemistry of both surfaces is regarded as quite similar, there are some
profound differences that must be a consequence of differences in surface electronic structure. For example, Ba
overlayers, at low coverages, form linear chains oriented across the furrows on the Mo(112) surface, but form
zigzag chains on the W(112) surface [14]. The various periodic spacings between the linear chains (distances
between the chains) formed by alkali, alkaline earth, and rare earth overlayers on these two substrates are also
different [1, 14]. Certain differences in adlayer structures can be seen for films of several monolayers thickness,
as revealed in the growth of Gd thin films on W(112) and Mo(112) [33]. The sequence of various structures and
structural phase transitions in adsorbed layers depend upon the lateral interaction between adatoms, which includes both dipole–dipole and indirect interactions. The indirect interaction between adsorbed atoms is oscillatory with distance between the adatoms and strongly depends on the electronic structure of the substrate. It is
this latter type of lateral interaction that is the basis for the formation of uniformly spaced linear structures of
adsorbed alkali, alkaline earth, and rare earth layers on furrowed transition metal surfaces [1, 14, 15].
Here we detail the electronic structure of the W(112) surface by means of angle-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy (ARPES) studies combined with film–LAPW (linearized augmented plane waves) calculations,
in an effort to compare the W(112) surface electronic structure to the recently explored band structure of the
Mo(112) surface [4–7].

2 Experimental and calculation approach
The ARPES experiments were carried out using synchrotron radiation, dispersed by a 3 m toroidal monochromator, at the Center for Advanced Microstructure and Devices, Baton Rouge, LA, USA. The measurements were performed in an ultrahigh-vacuum (UHV) chamber employing a hemispherical electron energy
analyzer with an angular acceptance of ±1°, described elsewhere [34]. The combined resolution of the electron energy analyzer and monochromator varied between 0.10 and 0.25 eV. As with the work undertaken with
Mo(112) [5–7], all angles (both light incidence angles and photoelectron emission angles) reported herein are
with respect to the W(112) surface normal, while binding energies are reported with respect to the Fermi level.
Because of the highly plane polarized nature of the light from the synchrotron, large light incidence angles result in the vector potential A being more parallel to the surface normal (p-polarized light), while smaller light
incidence angles result in the vector potential A residing more in the plane of the surface (s-polarized light) in
the geometry of our experiment.
The surface of the W(112) crystal was cleaned by repeated annealing in oxygen and electron bombardment
(flashing) using well-established procedures [7, 16, 33]. The crystallographic order of the W(112) surface was
verified by low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), while the absence of surface contamination was confirmed from photoemission.
The W(112) and Mo(112) band structures were calculated by the scalar relativistic all-electron LAPW method
for thin films [35, 36], using a single slab, 7 monolayers thick, to simulate both surface and bulk contributions.
This method is based on the density functional theory with exchange-correlation potential in the local density approximation. The semi-relativistic approach accounts for the mass–velocity dependence and Darwin term in the
one-electron Hamiltonian, but neglects the spin–orbit interaction, which is believed to be important for W. Nevertheless, surface resonance bands for W(100), calculated within the scalar approximation by Posternak et al.
[36], have been in excellent agreement with ARUPS experimental results [26–31] with regard to both the dispersion of the bands and symmetry assignments. Hence, neglect of spin–orbit coupling, which simplifies the calculations, seems reasonable for obtaining a description of the surface bands for W(112) and facilitates comparison
with the electronic structure of the Mo(112) surface, calculated within the same approximation [4–6].
In the present work, the self-consistent potential was recalculated for each iteration, taking into account the
redistribution of all core electrons, with exchange-correlation potential in the Hedin–Lundquist form [37]. The
number of basis functions was adjusted to provide 1 mRy convergence for the bands near EF. The surface density of states (DOS) was calculated using the triangular integration method [38] with appropriate sets of kpoints (up to 30 in the ¼ irreducible part of the surface Brillouin zone for final iterations).
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Figure 1 Furrowed W(112) surface and the surface Brillouin
zone (top), and the 〈112〉 direction in the bulk Brillouin zone
of W (bottom).

We are well aware [39, 40] that the electronic structure of large-Z systems requires the double group representation, similar to that derived by Tinkham for a cubic crystal [41], for all transition metals of Z above Ag
[42] and Rh [43, 44]. Indeed, the use of spin–orbit interactions and the relativistic selection rules, derived from
the appropriate double group, are indicated in metals as light as Cu [45, 46]. Nonetheless, we have chosen to
exploit herein the simple Schönflies group representation notation for the C2v point group symmetry. The relativistic selection rule effects resulting in relaxation of the single group selection rules appear to be relatively
weak for W(112), as is the case for valence band states of Gd [47] (excepting the shallow core levels [39, 40,
48] ). This suggests that the use of the Dirac Hamiltonian may be avoided, although only with some care. Indeed, although incomplete, almost all prior band structure theory of W [32, 36, 49, 50] has not used the double group and has made only passing inclusion of spin–orbit corrections and yet agreement with experiment is
surprisingly good. Regrettable as it may be, relativistic selection rule corrections are not included for almost all
experimental and theoretical band structure studies of transition metals, for the sake of simplicity.
For open surfaces, such as W(112), the definition of surface resonances is rather arbitrary. Thus, if the state
is located mainly within the outermost layer (see Figure 1), it may safely be attributed to a “true” surface state
or surface resonance. On the other hand, the states that are responsible for adsorption bonding may be located
within the surface region, which includes not only the top layer, but also the layer next to the surface. Nevertheless, these surface resonances should still have a pronounced charge contribution at the surface. It thus seems
reasonable to define the surface resonances as those states having more than 70% of the net charge located
within the outermost layer. Such a definition facilitates comparison of the dispersion of the calculated bands,
with strong surface weight, with the dispersion of surface-sensitive bands derived from ARPES experiments.
The complexities of having two “different” surface layers tend to obscure the effects of spin–orbit splitting of
the surface bands, making spin–orbit interaction effects much more difficult to identify. As noted below, the
surface states or surface resonances tend to be shifted from the bulk bands by about the same amount (roughly
0.5–1 eV) as the expected spin–orbit splittings.

3 Identification of surface resonances from the bulk band structure
The perpendicular wave vector in the crystal can be determined using
(1)
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where θ is the emission angle of the photoelectron and Uin is the inner potential of the solid, which can be defined as approximately the width of the occupied part of the conduction band plus the work function [5, 51, 52].
The perpendicular component of the wave vector (k^) is not strictly conserved across the solid vacuum interface because of crystal truncation at the surface.
When the binding energies do not change with photon energy (no dependence upon the wave vector normal
to the surface, k^), this tends to indicate conservation of the two dimensionality of state and suggests surface
sensitivity. However, the opposite statement is not necessarily true: strong bulk band character is not conversely
demonstrated by a photon energy dependence of the photoemission feature, because variations in surface sensitivity of photoemission with changing photon energy can result in an apparent shift of the peak that shares both
bulk and surface contributions. Any dispersion of the band(s) as a function of photon energy, nonetheless, is a
key indicator of bulk band character, as the bulk bands do disperse with k^. Such identification is easiest when
the photoelectrons are collected along the surface normal (k|| = 0).
Photoemission spectra for the W(112) surface, obtained at normal emission angle for various photon energies, are shown in Figure 2. Since these spectra are taken for k|| = 0, the peaks exhibiting photon energy dependence can be attributed to the bulk bands dispersing with k^ (Figure 3a). However, while the photoemission
peaks at approximately 0.8, 3 and 4–6 eV show significant binding energy dependence on photon energy, for
the bands at approximately 0.4, 1.5 and 2 eV binding energies the k^ dependence is weak. Hence, while we
do expect that all the W(112) bands exhibit some bulk band contributions, the weak dispersion of the bands at
about 0.4 and 1.5 eV binding energy indicates a strong surface weight of these states. This assignment is fur-

Figure 2 Photoemission spectra for the W(112) surface, obtained at normal emission angle with various photon energies. The incidence angle was 45° with respect
to the normal to the surface (which corresponds to a complex s–p light polarization).
Dramatic changes in the shape of the spectra for 24–26 eV light energies are caused
by suppression of surface yield.

Figure 3 a) Band structure for W along the
〈112〉 direction and b) the local DOS in the central and outermost W(112) layers calculated for
a 7-layer slab.
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Figure 4 Comparison of clean W(112) and following exposure to a) 0.5 Langmuirs (5 × 10–7 torr s) of oxygen and b)
0.03 Langmuirs (3 × 10–8 torr s) of hydrogen. The clean surface is denoted by open symbols and that following oxygen or
hydrogen adsorption by filled symbols. The photon energy was
17 eV and the light was s+p-polarized light (45° incidence angle). Note the suppression of the peak near the Fermi level with
both oxygen and hydrogen adsorption. The spectra in b), showing the effects of small amounts of hydrogen adsorption, were
taken at 13.5 eV.

ther supported by calculated DOS located in the outermost W(112) surface-layer (that is the surface DOS) and
in the central layer of the model slab (Figure 3b), where, again, it is the states very close to the Fermi level that
show the greatest surface weight.
In spite of the superficial agreement between the photoemission spectra and the calculated DOS, the shape
and intensity of all bands in the photoemission spectra, taken along the surface normal, depend significantly
upon photon energy. In particular, the photon energy dependence of the band at 0.8 eV is evident from the dramatic changes in the shape of the spectra with variations in photon energies in the region from 17 to 27 eV (see
Figure 2).
For W(100), bands, similar to those observed here for W(112), centered at about 0.5 and 2–3 eV binding energy have been identified as a surface state and a surface resonance, respectively [17, 26, 28–31]. The corresponding band near the Fermi level for Mo(112) also has strong surface weight [7]. Thus, for Mo(112) [7] as
well as W(112), we identify this band close to the Fermi level as a surface resonance. The fact that the states
at 0.3, 1.4 and 2 eV binding energy, for W(112), are affected by small amounts of contamination provides further indication that these bands have some surface weight. This is clearly evident in Figure 4, where both oxygen and hydrogen adsorption significantly suppress the intensity of the band residing closest to the Fermi level,
while oxygen adsorption suppresses the features at approximately 1.5 and 2 eV binding energy.
Hence, for the W(112) as well as for the Mo(112) surface almost all the photoemission features combine
contributions from both the surface and bulk. This is evident in the photoemission bands at 3–3.5 eV binding
energy. Although these bands are identified as bulk bands from experiment (persistent dispersion in k^), some
surface weight is indicated by theory (Figure 3b), and confirmed, as well, by the sensitivity of these bands to
contamination (Figure 4).

4 Band dispersion across the surface Brillouin zone
Photoemission spectra for W(112), obtained at a light energy of 17 eV with increasing emission angle, corresponding to changing k|| along 〈111̄〉 (that is, along the furrows or Γ̄ – X̄ ) and along 〈1̄10〉 (or perpendicular to
the corrugation or along Γ̄ – X̄ ), are shown in Figure 5. The behavior of the experimental band structure with
the wave vector component parallel to the surface (k||) derived from the kinetic energy and the emission angle is
derived from experiment according to
(2)
The resulting experimental band dispersion is consistent with assigning the spectral features near EF as superimposed bulk and surface contributions. The same is valid also for the states in the range 3.1–3.5 eV binding
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Figure 5 Emission-angle-dependent ARPES spectra: a) along the 〈111̄〉 direction (along the furrows or Γ̄ – X̄ ), photon energy 17
eV; b) perpendicular to the furrows, photon energy 18 eV. The light was incident at 45 ° with respect to the surface normal (s+ppolarized light).

Figure 6 Experimental band dispersion derived from emission-angle-dependent photoemission spectra taken a) along
the Γ̄ – X̄ direction and b) across the furrows. c) Calculated
(left) and experimental (right) dispersion of the band just below the Fermi level taken along the rows.

Figure 7 Surface bands calculated along the high symmetry
lines of the SBZ for a 7-layer slab representing the W(112)
surface.
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energy, both predicted to be surface resonances in the theory. The dispersion of the surface bands, as plotted in
Figure 6, along the high-symmetry directions of the surface Brillouin zone (SBZ) does lead to an energy separation of the surface- and bulk-induced photoemission features with increasing wave vector. This was also seen
for the W(100) surface [17, 32, 48–50]. None of the bands below EF, exhibiting surface sensitivity and imperfect conservation of two dimensionality of state, appear to fall in a gap of the calculated bulk band structure and
are therefore generally surface resonances rather than surface states.
In Figure 7, the calculated W(112) surface resonance bands (shown by dashed lines) may be compared with
the experimental band structure (Figure 6) extracted from the ARPES spectra (Figure 5). Worth noting is the behavior of the band near the Fermi energy, with increasing angle away from normal emission. This state crosses
EF at about 0.2 Å–1 along Γ̄ – X̄ , as marked in the spectra (see Figure 8) which detail the bands near the Fermi
level in the vicinity of Γ̄. As a band crossing the Fermi level no longer contributes to the photoemission DOS,
this crossing is also evident in the photoemission intensities (at EF), as plotted in Figure 9. Both the surface sensitivity and band dispersion towards EF (with increasing wave vector from Γ ) of the 0.4 eV binding energy
band are reproduced in the calculated band structure. This further supports the assignment of the origin of the
peak(s), just below the Fermi level in the photoemission spectra, as due to the superposition of surface and bulk
contributions.
Near the SBZ edge the “near” crossing of the Fermi level by surface resonance bands is seen in the theoretical band structure along Γ̄ – X̄ , presented in Figure 7. There is a contribution to the DOS(EF) from a region of
the band structure near where the group velocity of the band is zero (possibly a van Hove singularity). This results in a dramatic increase in the height of the photoemission peak near the Fermi level when k|| is in the vicinity of 1 Å–1, an emission angle of about 35° at 17 eV photon energy (Figure 5a), and appears to result in an increase in the DOS at EF (Figure 9b). This feature in the spectra is very pronounced at 20 eV light energy.
The calculated surface resonance bands above EF are similar to those obtained both in theory and IPES for
Mo(112) [5–7]. In particular, the 4.36 eV band above EF, but relatively near Γ̄ , is a true surface state as the surface band falls into a gap of the projected bulk band structure. This unoccupied surface state is largely a result
of the small contribution from the bulk bands to the DOS at this energy, projected onto Γ̄ , as seen in Figure 7.
For W(100), there is an unoccupied surface state at Γ̄ just above the Fermi level [32].

Figure 8 Details of the surface resonance located
at 0.3 eV binding energy at the SBZ center. The
vertical lines mark where the state crosses the
Fermi level at about 0.25 Å–1 .

Figure 9 a) Plotted dispersion of the bands near the Fermi level showing an indication of at least one Fermi level crossing. b) This compares
well with the photoemission intensity near the Fermi level or photoemission signal (the relative DOS, excluding matrix element effects) near the
Fermi level.
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While there are strong similarities between the surface band structures of the W(112) and Mo(112) [5] surfaces, there are some key differences. Near the Fermi energy the bands have predominantly d character in both
W and Mo, and therefore it is not surprising that the surface resonance bands are also very similar. Apart from
the bands near the Fermi energy, the difference between the extent of localization of the 5d electrons in W atoms and 4d electrons in Mo atoms leads to the generally somewhat greater binding energies of the surface resonances for W(112). Much more apparent is the difference between localization of the 6s electrons in W as compared to the 5s electrons in Mo, which leads to a strong increase of the total width of the valence band (9.8 eV
in W and 6.8 eV in Mo [5]). Similarly, the lowest s-like surface resonance band for W(112) appears at 8.6 eV
binding energy and at 6.6 eV binding energy for Mo(112) [5, 7]. In angle-resolved photoemission, the surface
resonance band of W(112) exhibits considerable dispersion. This band is difficult to distinguish unambiguously
from the closely related bulk bands, due to the many overlapping bands and broad peak widths. The surface
state band is more clearly evident for W(100) [17, 26, 28–32, 36, 48–50]. For the other surface resonance bands
of W(112) there is good agreement between theory and experiment, as seen by comparing Figs. 6 (experiment)
and 7 (theory). In particular, the 3.5 eV binding energy band, found both in angle-resolved photoemission and
theory, is inherent for the W(112) surface (while for Mo(112) a similar surface resonance was found at 2.5–3
eV binding energy [4, 5]). This change in binding energy for this state also reveals differences between hybridization strengths for 5d–6s electrons in W and 4d–5s electrons in Mo.
While there is a Fermi level crossing in the experiment, in good agreement with theory at about 0.2 Å–1
along Γ̄ – X̄ , there is also a close approach of a band near the Fermi level in the region of the SBZ edges, as
seen in Figure 7. The approach of a band towards the Fermi level, but not quite crossing the Fermi level, also
occurs for both Mo(100) [18–23] and W(100) [17, 24–28, 31, 32, 36, 48–50]. We expect the Fermi surfaces to
differ for Mo(112) and W(112) as they do for Mo(100) and W(100) [22]. This is evident in that the a1 symmetry
band (whose symmetry is identified below) close to the Fermi level, at about 0.5 eV binding energy at the SBZ
center, experimentally crosses the Fermi level at about 20% Γ̄ – X̄ on W(112) (as seen in Figure 2) but at about
43–45% Γ̄ – X̄ on Mo(112) [5, 7].

5 Band symmetry assignments
From a comparison of the light incidence angle photoemission spectra, for photoelectrons collected along
the surface normal, group representation band symmetries, applicable to C2v, can be assigned using
(3)
since the light from the synchrotron is highly plane-polarized. At Γ̄ the bands observed in photoemission should
be a1 (s, pz, d3z2–r2), b1 (px, dxz), or b2 (py, dyz). The a1 symmetry states are enhanced in more p-polarized light
(a light incidence angle of θ = 70° here), while b1 and b2 symmetry states are enhanced with more s-polarized
light (a light incidence angle of θ = 45° that is a combination of s- and p-polarized light was used here). Relativistic selection rules allow for the observation of bands of a2 symmetry, but this selection rule relaxation appears to be weak.
The experimental results and our theoretical symmetry assignments for the band structure of W(112) can be
compared with those for Mo(112). For Mo(112), the symmetries of the surface resonances, at normal emission
(that is, at Γ̄ ), have been assigned on the basis of the light incidence angle dependence of the photoemission
spectra [7]. Thus, for W(112), as well as for Mo(112), both those results and our theoretical symmetry assignments can be compared with the symmetry assignments for the band structure of W(112). For the bands with
about 0.5–1 eV binding energy at Γ̄ (dispersing towards the Fermi level ( Γ̄ – X̄ )), the intensity is enhanced with
light at 70° light incidence angle, as seen in Figure 10.
The enhancement of the bands near EF with increasing vector potential along the surface normal (greater
light incidence angles) indicates that these bands are of a1 symmetry in character. This symmetry assignment,
derived from angle-resolved photoemission, is in agreement with results of calculations for a real-space distribution of electron density for the W(112) surface. Thus, at Γ̄ the surface resonance at 0.4 eV binding energy is
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Figure 10 Photoemission spectra of a) Mo(112) and b) W(112) obtained with p- and s-polarized light. Symmetries of the surface
resonances at Γ̄ are illustrated by the charge distributions. The mirror plane symmetry, defined by the component of the vector potential parallel with the surface, is along the furrows or Γ̄ – X̄ , and the photon energy is about 55 eV.

largely d3z2–r2 in character (as illustrated by the inset of Figure 10), consistent with experiment. This is very
similar to the behavior for Mo(112) [7] and the symmetry assignment is identical.
The enhancement of the band at approximately 2.5 eV binding energy in more s-polarized light indicates that
this band is of b1 or b2 symmetry. Other bands 2–3 eV below EF also contain components of b2 (odd) symmetry
(py, dyz), providing the significant dispersion of the band along Γ̄ – X̄ , as reported elsewhere for Mo(112) [7].
As noted above, the relativistic selection rule effects resulting in relaxation of the single group selection rules
appear to be relatively weak for W(112), and as with other surfaces of W conventional selection rules seem to
apply well. More sophisticated analysis of high-resolution angle-resolved photoemission data should eventually
prove otherwise, and we do expect that, because of relativistic effects, photoemission transitions from states of
a2 symmetry should be observed, although we cannot conclusively identify any such transition from the results
reported here.
6 Conclusions
Many experimental observations derived from the photoelectron spectra for W(112), such as band dispersion,
Fermi level crossings, and symmetry assignments of the surface states, can be explained in terms of surface and
bulk band structure. In particular, the states at the SBZ center at 0.4 and ~1.5 eV binding energies are found to
have a1 symmetry in both experiment and theory, while the band along Γ̄ – X̄ at about 0.8 eV binding energy
is found to be of odd symmetry with respect to the Γ̄ – X̄ mirror plane in both experiment and theory. Similar
bands have been found on the surface of Mo(112).
In many respects, the band structure of W(112) resembles that of Mo(112), although the positions of the
Fermi level crossings differ. Also, the photoemission of W(112) suggests, consistent with expectations, that differences between hybridization strengths for 5d–6s electrons in W and 4d–5s electrons in Mo play an important
role in the formation of the band structure, as do relativistic effects that should be more pronounced for W(112)
than for Mo(112).
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